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Click here, and you will get additional information throughout the presentation.
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Kelly Sharpe
Note
Pre-Field Checklist vs. Harvester Slide RuleAs you take a look at these two tools they are very similar on topics covered. The Checklist is your preventive maintenance program and the slide rule is the reactive maintenance. 



Row Finder
Mounts are tight / inspect all welds

X Arms straight, even and move freely
X "T" shaft straight and moves freely
X Arms centered over the row

Hyd. & Electronics Working properly
Greased

Kelly Sharpe
Note
Arms Straight and even - these arms should have similar bends in both arms to keep you centered on the row. Make sure that these arms can move freely from side to side and up and down, if they are sticky in any direction right now they are most likely just going to get worse.“T” Shaft - once again make sure this moves freely, but more importantly make sure this is straight across and squareArms centered over the row - this will make sure that the beets are going directly into the center of the lifting wheels. You will notice here that this row finder needs a little work, the grower most likely backed up and hooked the arm here. This arm either needs to be tweaked or replaced. 

jdolalie
Note
Unmarked set by jdolalie



Pinch Point Settings
Average Weight 2003 – 1.0 lbs to 1.3 lbs

5 year Average – 1.14 lbs to 1.48 lbs

Pinch Point Settings
Average Weight 2003 – 1.0 lbs to 1.3 lbs

5 year Average – 1.14 lbs to 1.48 lbs

Avg Beet Wt. 
Lbs.

Pinch Point 
Setting

0.9 to 1.2 1 1/2 to 1 3/4

1.1 to 1.5 1 3/4 to 1 7/8

1.3 to 1.7 1 7/8 to 2

jdolalie
Kelly Sharpe
Pinch point settings should be set off of the Average beet weight you are harvesting. In 2003 the average weight was between 1.0 and 1.3 lbs. The five year average is between 1.14 and 1.48 lbs.On most lifters in most conditions 1 3/4 to 1 7/8  is where you should be set and our 5 year average supports this.



Pinch Point AnglePinch Point Angle

Kelly Sharpe
Note
1. Pinch point angles should all be the same on all the struts. 2. Pinch Point Angles between brands are very different due to the fact that wheel angles are different and chain bed & grab bed heights are different. !!! Consult your dealers before making adjustments to this setting !!!3. Making adjustments here can be very dangerous !!-  To find you Pinch Point Angle you should have a magnetic protractor similar to the one in the picture.  Using a 3 inch diameter pipe roughly 18 inches longYou will need to lift the harvester off the ground (Raise the machine up and set it on the lift stops or block the machine up. Set the protractor on the top of the beam that the Struts bolt to and zero it out. This way every one is talking about the same angle (very important))



Pinch Point & DepthPinch Point & Depth

Total Lifted Area (Tons/Acre)

1 1/2 1 5/8 1 3/4 1 7/8 2
1 1/2 9.3 9.9 10.5 11.0 11.6

2 13.4 14.1 14.9 15.7 16.5
2 1/2 17.9 18.9 19.9 20.9 21.9

3 23.0 24.2 25.4 26.5 27.7
3 1/2 28.6 29.9 31.3 32.7 34.1

4 34.6 36.2 37.8 39.3 40.9
4 1/2 41.2 42.9 44.7 46.5 48.2

Pinch Point

D
ep

th

1 1/2 1 5/8 1 3/4 1 7/8 2
18.7 19.3 19.9 20.4 21.0
25.9 26.7 27.5 28.3 29.0
33.6 34.6 35.6 36.5 37.5
41.8 43.0 44.2 45.3 46.5
50.5 51.9 53.3 54.6 56.0
59.7 61.3 62.8 64.4 66.0
69.4 71.2 72.9 74.7 76.4

Actual Lifter Wheel Cut (2" wider)

Difference - 15.7 ton 18.8 ton 21.9 ton

Difference =  Soil Compression &
Digging Resistance

Kelly Sharpe
Note
Now let’s assume that we are lifting with a 2 inch pinch point at 3 ½ inches deep, we’re lifting 34.1 tons of product just for what’s in this area (red & Blue). If we tighten up our pinch point ¼ inch and raise the machine just a ½ inch we will be lifting 8.7 tons of less material per acre and if we could come up to 2 ½ inches we would be lifting 14.2 tons of less material per acre. Unfortunately this is not how simple the lifter wheels are. We are being extremely conservative here, but if you were lifting at 3 inches deep your cut in the soil would be 2 inches wider than the pinch point and on top of that have to go through the pinch point. Now your dealing with 56 tons of material being pushed through a 34 ton pinch point area and you are getting 22 tons of compression to make it through the pinch point and more resistance to rotation (breaking tails).You can see the benefits of digging shallower in wet conditions (Noting the difference, which is the amount of soil compression (creating mud lumps)).Also, keep in mind rolling your pinch point angle back & up will give you major mud problems also. Once again bringing in more tons of soil that need to still go through that pinch point area.



Pinch PointsPinch Points

Kelly Sharpe
Note
Pinch Points - Should run at 1 3/4” to 1 7/8” for most conditions @ 20 ton/acre (harvesters will vary). Wider will load more mud and could snap beets and narrower will load less mud and possibly slice and snap beets. Pinch Points- SHOULD BE CHECKED EVERY YEAR!! (Measured at the tightest point on the wheel with the lugs together)Adjusting Pinch Points - is done by adding or removing shims, typically these shims are 1/8” thick and should be removed or added to get your desired pinch point. You should have the same amount of shims in all the wheels. If you have less shims in one of the wheels to get the same pinch point this maybe a sign of bent struts, worn wheels or bent wheels.Note: when measuring pinch points, this is the time to spin the wheels and check for bent wheels and check for bad or loose bearings. If you have loose bearings or bent wheels this will affect your pinch point, correct the problem before taking measurements.



Wheel RotationWheel Rotation

Kelly Sharpe
Note
Wheel Rotation - is critical !!! If your wheel is rotating slower than your ground speed of you tractor you will be breaking tails off in the ground or dropping beets out of the wheel before they get high enough for the paddle to clear them out. Anything that can slow your wheel rotation must be addressed. Items that can slow wheel rotation1.Wheel scrapers - set too loose (mud building up behind and smearing and compressing), too tight (friction) or wheel flaws (scraper catching on these rough areas)2. Paddles - set too loose (mud building up and smearing and compressing) or too tight (friction - hitting hard on the wheel)3. Turkey Foot - too close causing friction in muddy conditions when mud starts to build on the wheel (includes the end walls also).4. Bent wheels or Bad Bearings - can also cause friction. So these should be inspected before going to the field.



Close Ups / Wheel FillersClose Ups / Wheel Fillers

Kelly Sharpe
Note
Factory Wheel Fillers - are shown here, they are typically bolt on items like this one. Wheel Fillers are put in to keep smaller beets from falling out of the wheels, usually in dryer conditions. (major draw back, they do not work well in wet conditions)Cable Wheel Fillers - are shown here, a cable is threaded through holes on the spokes of the wheels and held together by a cable clamp. (Major draw back, they do not work well in wet conditions (better than factory, questionable))Screw in Stud Fillers - A 3 ½ “ to 4” long X  5/8” stud with a jam nut threaded into a nut welded to the rim of the wheel. (Work fairly well in wet conditions)



Paddle Shaft
Shaft Straight & Welds inspected
Bearings good & lock collar tight
Drive chain, gears & slip clutch inspected

X Paddles Timed
X Paddle wear & Wheel clearance correct

Drive Chains oiled & Bearings greased

Kelly Sharpe
Note
Paddle ShaftPaddle Shaft Timing - Paddles should be timed as in the photo. If they are all hitting at the same time the paddle shaft will become out of balance, vibrate and possibly breakPaddle Location -  To Wheel Edge - They should be placed so they just clear the wheel or just rubbing or ticking the wheel.To wheel center - Typically further down into the wheel is better. Soil conditions and beet size can vary this adjustment. (If paddles are hitting the strut or wheel scrapers you may be to deep, this may cause beet and/or equipment damage) (If paddles are to high you may be loosing beets out of the wheel (bubbling in the strut))Shaft location - In cases where the shaft is located to far to the rear of the wheel the hitting angle gets to be downward instead of backward & upward, causing beet damage and beet loss. 

jdolalie
Re: Note

jdolalie
Re: Re: Note

jdolalie
Note
None set by jdolalie



Apron Shaft & Chain
Shaft Straight & Welds inspected
Drive chain, gears & slip clutch inspected
Bearings good & lock collar tight

X Apron Chain Tension (worn  over 30 to 50%)
Apron Chain Drive sprockets worn (flip?)

X Apron to wheel clearance (1.5 - 3")
X Arpon Chain to grab scroll clearance (0.5" )

Drive Chains oiled & Bearings greased

Kelly Sharpe
Note
Tension - In short apron machines the apron tension should be running fairly loose (Arts Way & 826 WIC). Long apron machines need to run this chain tighter appearing (WIC). A little sag in the chain is where you want to be, but make sure that it will not sag below the side panels of the machine (this machine is set just right as noted in the pictures).  All Chains must have the same number of links or similar slack, otherwise you will get gaps in the chain for the beets to fall through. Apron Chain To Wheel - This adjustment can be any where for 1.5” to 3”. Further away - May drop beets or loose beets between wheel and ApronCloser - May force beets forward out the wheel openings or break tails. Apron Chain To Grab - This will vary on different machines, but the closer the better (1/2 inch from high link to scroll). Make sure that you have room so the two do not hit, inspect this at the up link of the chain.



Grabrolls – Rear DeliveryGrabrolls – Rear Delivery

Kelly Sharpe
Note
Grab Spacing - is the measurement on the pinching side of the rolls noted here and should be measured from tube to tube. 1 ½ inches is a good starting point on rear delivery machines.Kickers - are a must for reducing tube wear and reducing beet damage keeping the beets moving smoothly through the harvester. (Kickers should have a smooth lead edge and a gently sloped face to prevent causing damage)Bed Angle - lowering the front of the bed or raising the rear can increase cleaning capacity of your harvester.Smooth Heights - Raising your smooth grabrolls can greatly increase the cleaning capability of your harvester. Lowering them below the centerline of the apposing shaft is not recommended due to the fact that your grab rolls become very aggressive. 



Grabrolls – Side DeliveryGrabrolls – Side Delivery

Kelly Sharpe
Note
Grab Spacing - is the measurement on the pinching side of the rolls noted here and should be measured from tube to tube. Grab spacing is generally  1 ½  inches on the drive end. On side delivery machines this measurement usually changes slightly as you move across the machine because of staggered Grabroll heights, but should have similar spacing on each end of the grabrolls.Smooth Heights - Raising your smooth grabrolls can greatly increase the cleaning capability of your harvester and this is where the side delivery machines get there cleaning capacity. You will notice the Grabrolls positioned here in a decreasing elevation on the drive end. This creates a slope to drive the beets up for cleaning.Take note how the Smooth Rolls maintain a fairly level height, once again to increase the cleaning capacity towards the rear of the machine.Backside Spacing  is another area that these machines do a small amount of cleaning, the sloped grab design creates some larger openings for soil to fall out.



Grabrolls
Inspect bearings (loose or worn)

X Scrolling in good shape (over 50%)
X Smooth & Grab tubes (straight & no wear areas)
X Plastic - chunks missing or worn through
X Check Lock collars, tappered hubs & shafts
X Tighten all bolts

Inspect drive belts / chains & allignment
X Grab spacing - Pinch side (1-2" tube to tube)

Drive Chains oiled & Bearings greased

Kelly Sharpe
Note
GrabrollsSmooth & Grab Tubes - it is important to inspect tube for damage & wear areas (using a straight edge). Scrolling - inspect the scrolling for wear, 50% is a good guideline for replacement, this is in need of new plastic and new scrolling.  - On this machine Kickers - would have reduced tube wear and reduced beet damage on these bottom two rolls.Checking bolts on your grabrolls is very important. Pay close attention to your tapered hubs, there is a lot of vibration on the grabbed and they can and do come loose.Structural bolts are important also, so don’t forget to check bearing bolts, tighteners, carriers and jam nuts. Grab Spacing - is the measurement on the pinching side of the rolls noted here and should be measured from tube to tube. 1 ½ inches is a good starting point for all machines.



Scrub Chain and Tower
Inspect Tower for cracks, wear points & loose bolts

X Idler Wheels - check bearings, wear and tightness
X Idler Rollers - check bearings, wear and tightness
X Scrub Chain worn (over 30 to 50% wear)

Scrub Chain Drive sprockets worn (flip?/replace)
X Tension arms adj. - wheel have 3/4" to 1" clearance
X Scrub Chain to grabroll clearance (0.5" )

Head shaft - bearings, sprockets and drive chain
X Run and inspect Scrub chains alignment

Drive Chains oiled & Bearings greased

Kelly Sharpe
Note
Idler Wheels &  Rollers - Idler wheels on most machines should be running between the belting / hook and the bend of the bent links. (One exception if your running a flange roller, then it should be running on the rubber or on the hooks) (there are some machines that rubber wheels on the rubber belting). You will notice that this machine needs a new bearing in this idler sprocket !!!Scrub Chain Worn - If your chain is worn 30% to 50% then it is time to replace it. This chain is 40% worn and time to replaceTension Arms - Should be adjusted keeping the wheels ¾ to 1 inch away from the chains. This will prevent chain wear, binding and prolong idler wheel life. Also springs on the tension arms do not need to be excessively stretched, start out pulling them down just far enough so you can see light between the coils.Location to Grabrolls - should be adjusted as far forward as possible with out hitting. In muddy conditions it may have to be moved back. (If there is no adjustment, do not change without consulting the manufacturer)Scrub Ratio - should never be adjusted above 15% scrub (0% to 10% is normal), this is a good time to count teeth on chain drive scrubs to see what your scrub ratio is.



Wheel and Carrier
X Inspect Wheel for wear, cracks (welds) & loose bolts

Inspect Wheel carrier for cracks & loose bolts
Wheel carriers - worn - check bearings
Drive chain, gear & bearings inspected

X Shoe - worn or bent (running centered)
X Knock outs inspected

Wheel Cleaner inspected
Drive Chains oiled & Bearings greased

Kelly Sharpe
Note
Inspecting the Wheel - you will be looking for areas where welds have been worn, cracked or just not welded in the first place. You will also want to take a look at the rods looking for bent or worn spots in the rods. You will also be looking for loose bolts on the wheel splice or areas where the splice may be letting loose.Shoe - inspect the shoe making sure that it is running centered and all the linkage is working properly. Make sure that it is not worn, bent or damaged. Also, make sure there is good tension on the springs for the shoe, if they are loose the shoe will not have pressure to hold the beets in the wheel and cause equipment wear and beet damage.Knock outs - check knock outs to make sure they are running centered and not hitting on the wheel structure. If they are, they will wear excessively fast and cause damage to the wheel. Also take note of how centered they are left to right, this is a great indicator of worn idler wheels on the wheel support on the base of the wheel. These idlers wheels should be replaced before they get grooved.



Boom and Mini-Tank
X Inspect Boom for cracks, wear points & loose bolts
X Tank structure sound (tight, welds & fatugue)
X Chain slides - no breaks or excess wear

Idler Wheels - check bearings, wear and tightness
Idler Rollers - check bearings, wear and tightness
Conveyor Chains worn (over 30 to 50% wear)
Conveyor Chain Drive sprockets worn (flip?/replace)
Shafts - bearings, sprockets and drive chains

X Run and inspect Conveyor chain alignment
Hydraulic motors & pumps - tighten bolts & screws
Drive Chains oiled & Bearings greased

Kelly Sharpe
Note
Inspect Boom - for cracks and wear points especially on folding booms !! Tank Structure - look it over for loose bolts and cracked welds.Chain Slides - keep you eyes open for plastic that may be cracked, broke or worn to a point where it could push up through the can and cause damage.Conveyor Chain Alignment - looking for gaps along the side of the tanks and watching how the chain and sprocket meet  (don’t want the chain walking side to side)



SpeedSpeed
Speed of Harvester Operation study 1991 - Conducted by NDSU & Uof M Extension
Speed Recoverable
mph Sugar % SLM % Tare % Yield (tpa) Sugar / Acre Rev / Acre*

4 18.10% 1.10% 4.5% 16.3 5,359 $655
6 18.10% 1.10% 6.0% 14.9 5,073 $599

* Revenue based on ACSC 2003 payment $56

Speed of Harvester Operation study 1992 - Conducted by NDSU & Uof M Extension
Speed Recoverable
mph Sugar % SLM % Tare % Yield (tpa) Sugar / Acre Rev / Acre*

3 18.25% 1.30% 4.9% 18.1 6,104 $723
5 18.30% 1.40% 6.0% 17.5 5,877 $695

* Revenue based on ACSC 2003 payment $28

Kelly Sharpe
Note
1991 study on harvester speed conducted by NDSU and the U of M ext showed that  going 4 mph vs. 6 mph yielded  1.5 % less tare / 1.4 tpa increase yield / and increased revenue per acre by $56They conducted a similar study in 1992. This study showed that going 3 mph vs. 5 mph reduced tare by 1.9% / increased yields by 6 / 10’s of a tpa / and increased revenue per acre by $28.



Speed & DepthSpeed & Depth

• Keep harvester speed 4 mph or less
• Digging depth should be 2” to 3”

• Indicators for adjustment
• Excess tare % or large dirt return piles
• Broken tails or beets in/on the ground

Kelly Sharpe
Note
General recommendation , keep harvester speed 4 mph or lessAlso, digging depth should be 2” to 3” in most casesIndicators for adjustmentExcess tare % or large dirt return pilesBroken tails or beets in/on the ground



Remember to work safely !Remember to work safely !

• Use cylinder stops or block equipment 
when your working under it

• Safety glasses when needed
• Wear gloves when needed
• Shut off tractor before working on 

equipment

Have a safe and productive harvest
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